
Macroeconomics: Short Write 2 

Policy Decision 

 

What this paper is about?  You will pick an economic goal (discussed more below), review policy options for reaching 

that goal, then identify and defend your recommendation.   

Describe your Economic Goals.  Choose from one of the economic goals below:  

- Stabilizing the economy based on the data from Jan 2001 we used in class 

- Achieving better outcomes on the metrics you chose in the previous paper – so stable economic growth along 

with whatever your other three measures were.  Use the data from your paper.   

- Economic growth goals from one of the economists we have watched or read: Erik Brynjolfsson, Alex Tabarrok, 

James Robinson, Tyler Cowen, or Larry Summers 

- Economic growth to repair the economic situation depicted in The Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck 

Describe the current economic situation.  The description needs to include an assessment of where in the business cycle 

the economy is.  Use evidence – data, anecdotes, or examples – to support your position.  Quick list of current US 

economic indicators here, http://www.tradingeconomics.com/united-states/indicators 

Predict what will happen if the described economic situation continues with no intervention.  Is that future OK?  What 

policies are needed to maintain it?  OR is that future not OK?  Then what policies can be used to change course? 

Policy Option Review.  Briefly present the ALL monetary and fiscal options available for reaching your economic goal.   

Identify and defend your recommendation.  Which policy combination will best achieve your goals.  How will it do that?  

In your defense of your choice acknowledge any reservations you have.  For example, public spending can target specific 

area for growth but may run up the federal deficit and debt. 

Time to Beef up descriptions and explanations.  Use the PEEEL technique: 

PRESENT YOUR MAIN POINT.  For example your goal in economic terms, “Target unemployment rate is 15% for 

improving the business climate” 

EXPLAIN/DEFINE YOUR MAIN POINT.  For example my goal in non-economic terms – “Unemployment rates measure the 

number of people looking for work and cannot find it as a percentage of the total labor force.”   

EVIDENCE/EXAMPLE OF YOUR MAIN POINT.  Continuing my example,  “Only those looking for work are counted someone 

who has given would not be counted as unemployed even though they are not working.” 

EVALUATION TELL THE READER HOW TO THINK ABOUT YOUR POINT.  “While 15% may seem high for those looking work, it has 

economic advantages to those businesses who need a source of cheap and desperate labor” 

LINK BACK YOUR INITIAL POINT.  “Businesses will be able to increase their profits from lower labor costs that 15% 

unemployment rate will produce.” ** 

** While I appreciate this writer’s paragraph, this is not an economically sound policy recommendation given that 

consumption makes up 70% of the GDP.   

http://www.tradingeconomics.com/united-states/indicators


Another example on page 4. 

 

Name    

Outline 4 3 2 1-0 

Outline 

 

-Outline worksheet 

completely filled in with 

appropriate quotes 

-Outline mostly completed 

with mostly appropriate 

quotes 

-Outline partially filled in 

with a few appropriate 

quotes 

-No outline 

 

I. Economic Goal & Current Economic Situation 

a. Describe 

b.  

c. Justify – why pursue this? 

d.  

c. Current Economic Situation 

d. Referring to economic data/examples 

e.  

 

II. Predict 

a. Where will the economy be in a year if the current situation continues? 

 

b. Is this OK? Why? 

c. OR is this not OK? Why? 

 

III. Policy Options 

a. Monetary tools 

b.  

c. Fiscal policy tools 

d.  

IV. Recommendation 

a. What should be done 

b. How will it help 

c.  

d. What are the risks or downsides to your recommendation? 



 

Content 3 points 2 points 1 points 0 points 

Economic Goal & 
Current Economic 
Situation 

-Correctly assesses the 
economic 
situation/prediction 

-Economic 
terminology is 
correctly and 
appropriately used  

-Appropriately uses 1-
2 well-chosen pieces 
of evidence/data to 
support argument. 

 

- Mostly correct 
assessment of the 
economic 
situation/prediction 

- Economic terminology 
is mostly correct and 
appropriately used  

- Appropriately uses 1-2 
pieces of data/evidence 
to support argument.  

- Barely correct assessment of 
the economic 
situation/prediction 

-Examples used but 
inappropriate or inadequately 
introduced and explained 

-Unclear to no assessment 
of the economic 
situation/prediction 

-Unclear to no economic 
theory.   

-No examples used 

 

Prediction  See above See above See above See above 

Policy Options Correctly explains 
monetary and fiscal 
policy options 

Mostly correct 
explanation of 
monetary and fiscal 
policy options 

Barely correct explanation of 
monetary and fiscal policy 
options 

Incorrect or no 
explanation of monetary 
and fiscal policy options 

Recommendation -Recommendation 
consistent with goals 

-Correct and thorough 
explanation of how 
the policy tools will 
affect the economy 

-Correct discussion of 
policy downsides 

Recommendation 
mostly consistent with 
goals 

-Mostly correct and 
nearly thorough 
explanation of how the 
policy tools will affect 
the economy 

-Mostly correct 
discussion of policy 
downsides 

Recommendation barely 
consistent with goals 

-Barely correct and 
incomplete explanation of 
how the policy tools will affect 
the economy 

-Barely correct discussion of 
policy downsides 

Recommendation not 
consistent with goals 

-Incorrect or no 
explanation of how the 
policy tools will affect the 
economy 

-Incorrect discussion of 
policy downsides 

Form 4 3 2 1-0 

Organization/ 

Mechanics 

 
 

-Thesis is clearly 
stated.  
-Transitions are used 
and paper flows. 
--Conclusion links 
back to introduction 
and is supported by 
the rest of the paper. 
- Writing is polished 
with few to no errors 
in punctuation, 
grammar and spelling. 

-Introduction and 
thesis present 

-Paragraphs have topic 
sentences 

-Transitions & 
conclusion present 

- Paper shows evidence 
of proof reading with 
few errors. 

 

-Introduction cursory 

-Few connections between 
paragraphs 

-Difficult to find the main idea 
within paragraphs 

- Enough errors to interfere 
with reader’s comprehension. 

-Missing introduction and 
thesis 

-Little to no connection 
between paragraphs 

-Essay ends with no wrap 
up  

-Paper shows lack of 
proofreading.  There are so 
many errors it is difficult to 
read. 

 



 

 

 

 


